 Geographic Sources

Gouverneur Morris’s French
H1_Klepto_24pt_c80m10y100k0
TXT2_10_5pt14
Revolution Letter
Gouverneur Morris was an American lawyer, a leader during the
American Revolution, and one of the founders of the United
States. In 1792, he traveled as an ambassador to France, where
he witnessed many of the events of the French Revolution. At the
time, Thomas Jefferson was U.S. Secretary of State, supervising
ambassadors like Morris. In this excerpt from a letter to Jefferson,
▶ CPT1_9pt12
Morris describes the trial of French King
Louis XVI.
▶ French King Louis XVI faces execution after his trial.

“I now come to the trial of the King and the circumstances connected
with it. ... It … seem[s] strange that the mildest monarch who ever
filled the French throne, one who is precipitated from it precisely
because he would not adopt the harsh measures of his predecessors 1 ,
a man whom none could charge with a criminal act, should be prosecuted as one of the most nefarious tyrants that ever disgraced the
annals of human nature 2 . .. Yet such is the fact. I think it highly probable that he may suffer, and that for the following causes: The majority
of the Assembly found it necessary to raise against this unhappy prince
the national odium 3 , in order to justify the dethroning him … and to
induce the ready adoption of a republican form of government. Being
in possession of his papers, and those of his servants ... it was very easy
to create such opinions as they might think proper. 4 The rage which
has been excited was terrible; and ... the Convention are still in great
straits—fearing to acquit, fearing to condemn, and yet urged to destroy
their captive monarch. 5 ”
—letter to Thomas Jefferson from Gouverneur Morris, December 21, 1792

Analyzing Geographic Sources
Use the text to answer the questions below.
1. Identify Bias How might Morris’s past have affected his point of
view toward the French Revolution?
2. Distinguish Between Fact and Opinion What does Morris say that
reflects his opinions?

Reading and
Vocabulary Support
1 Morris is expressing
his opinion that Louis
XVI has lost the throne
because he was not as
harsh as kings before
him.

Nefarious means
“evil,” and by “the
annals of human
nature,” Morris means
“all of human history.”
2

Odium means
“hatred or disgust.”
3

4 According to Morris,
what evidence against
the king do his accusers
have?
5 To be “in great
straits” means to be in a
difficult position. What
difficult decision did the
leaders of France face?

3. Analyze Style and Rhetoric What language does Morris use when
describing the evidence against Louis that helps readers understand
his opinion of it?
4. Determine Author’s Point of View What is surprising about
Morris’s point of view for someone of his background?
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